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SMOC SIGNALS
Chair’s Chat
Well, what a year it’s been!
The driest winter on record saw SMOC hold one of its
wettest events ever with driving rain and sleet whilst a
cold wet summer meant we held the club champs in the
same place, basking in sunshine in temperatures of over
30 degrees on the one day out of the ordinary.
We ummed and aahed about the CompassSport Cup
entry, forsaking our ‘local’ East Anglian round for the
much closer TVOC venue where we performed well
enough to win through to the final which was anything but
local. We drove northwards to Carlisle and continued on
across the border into Scotland where our main concern
was whether we would be in last place or not. Dorien
matched his available runners to appropriate courses and
everybody did enough to ensure we didn’t even drop into
last but one place. After the inclement weather training
we endured in March at Brogborough we were ready for a
bit of Scottish weather and sure enough, we got weather
by the bucket load.
During one of the few weeks of summer, lots of club
members crossed the Welsh border to spend time in and
around Aberystwyth for Croeso where the sun shone and
everybody had a great time. I didn’t join you because I
went with over 4000 others from around the world to Germany for the World Masters’ Champs, an event open to
everybody over the age of 35 although an associated
competition for family members kept everybody amused.
Keyne-O has gone from strength to strength with plenty
of volunteers to help on the day as well as plan and organise. The number of trophies awarded continues to
increase from year to year showing the commitment that
many members have to turning up regularly each month.
The success of the format has been recognised nationally
as Steve penned an article in Focus which was well received by some other clubs who have adapted some of
the ideas for their own activities.
Club night also started during the year, and there’s been
a steady mix of attendees each week varying in ages and
experience benefiting from Steve’s coaching skills.
The annual Greensand Ridge Relay held by the club saw
us field two teams, which was a major development as
we’ve even struggled to find one team in recent years.
The race’s popularity has grown with forty teams entering
this year, not to mention the solos. It’s always a very sociable day and draws plenty of complimentary comments
from the mainstream running clubs that take part.
Club membership numbers have risen over the past few
years so we must be doing something right. It’s your club
so if you think there’s something we could do better or

differently, please let me or any of the other committee
members know and we’ll see what we can do to improve
things.
2013 should see the pattern of 2012 repeated. Keyne-O
will again move around the parks and open spaces of
Milton Keynes throughout the summer – volunteer now if
you’d like to plan or organise. It really does help your
orienteering skills and is satisfying when it all comes together. Dorien has planned the first event of the year in
January on a completely new area in Northampton which
should also be ideal for Keyne-O regulars who would like
an extra run out in the winter. Then, jointly with Steve,
Freya will try her hand at planning for the first time at the
club’s main event of the year in Silverstone North (aka
Bucknell and Hazelborough). Ros is organising and will
need your help on the day, so please keep 3rd March
free in your diary, with enough helpers, club members will
also be able to run.
That leads conveniently into the Keyne-O series throughout the summer which should provide the usual mix of
informal family courses and serious running for some.
Club nights will continue weekly – if you’ve not been, why
not try to drop in and find out what you are missing?
Major events will see SMOC members again heading
north to Scotland, this time for the biennial mid-summer 6
Day competition whilst the JK at Easter will be much
closer to home in the Thames Valley. SMOC have been
asked to help, so if you are available for some time in
exchange for some food for lunch, please let me know.
Dorien would also like to know who will be there because
he’s planning to enter the first club relay teams for many
years. Let him know if you are available for Easter Monday. Then the Greensand relay will come around again
for what I believe will be the 25th occasion. We need to
think what we can do to make it specially memorable.
One big change for 2013 is the national membership
scheme. Family membership has been abolished I’m
afraid. I’ve tried to contact all family groups to explain
and hope you can adjust your renewals appropriately.
For the rest of us, the national fee is reduced but some of
you may see a small increase in event entry fees by
some clubs as funding levels take time to settle down.
One other change is that junior membership no longer
applies to students beyond the age of 21.
So plenty already planned for the year ahead. Let’s hope
ash disease doesn’t impact us too heavily. Please do
take precautions, we depend upon trees and ready access to the countryside for our sport and we must do
whatever we can to continue it for years to come.
Finally, I wish you all a very merry Christmas and best
wishes for a successful New Year
Keith
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SMOC in the National Rankings

Position (nationally)
1 (535)
2 (731)
3 (923)
4 (967)
5 (970)
6 (1143)
7 (1152)
8 (1405)
9 (1735)
10 (2006)
11 (2155)
12 (2415)
13 (2527)
14 (2696)
15 (2816)
16 (2918)
17 (3007)
18 (3168)
19 (3229)
20 (3256)
21 (3444)
22 (3496)
23 (4122)
24 (4458)
25 (4488)
26 (4521)
27 (4591)
28 (4777)
29 (4826)
30 (4895)
31 (5063)

Name
Richard Pownall
Dorien James
Ric Brackenbury
Toby Fisher
Mike Jones
Keith Downing
Paul Rushmer
Stephen Hardy
Sacha Fisher
Carys James
Karen Vines
Helen Nisbet
John Shaw
Rosie Shaw
Debbie Charlton
Ann Harris
Haydn Leaker
Robert Dove
Ros James
Freya Askham
Rachel Edwards
Andrew Vanbeck
Antonio Franco
Francois Swiegers
Lois Matthews
Ed Jones
Richard Harris
Charles Taylor-Keane
Neil Carter
Ian Byrne
Will James

Best 6 Scores
6600
6375
6155
6114
6113
5936
5928
5665
5301
4986
4796
4419
4213
3927
3707
3505
3309
2938
2836
2791
2381
2296
1194
911
892
871
816
659
620
562
311

No. events
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
6
6
4
4
3
1
2
4
1
1
1
1
1
1

Ever wondered how consistently you are orienteering, not just when you are at your best?
Ever wondered what a particular person’s ranking points have been, not just the top six which make it into
the national ranking list?
Thanks to another clever bit of software from Ollie O’Brien you can see this all in one simple summary.
You can see your own details – and also compare with other people head-to-head.
All will be revealed on Ollie O’Brien’s website: http://oobrien.com/stats/

Know your club member
Name: Toby Fisher
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Class: M35

How long have you been a member of SMOC? Three years
Why and when did you start orienteering? I started in 2009. My
wife found an event up near Leicester and it seemed like a good
idea at the time so we went along. As it allows for parent split
starts it is one of the few sports that can accommodate couples
where both wish to participate.
What is your greatest achievement, best result or memorable
race? The CompassSport Final in Scotland combines most of these.
Most memorable due in part to the conditions (rain and wind), but
also due to the excellent area and great team spirit/effort. It was
probably my best result given the quality of the field.
What is you favourite orienteering area? Still a novice so not
enough locations to choose from.

Photo by Robert Lines

What, if anything, do you dislike about orienteering? The frustration of getting things wrong. I just don’t like to be wrong. Ever. About anything.
Do you train for orienteering? Most of my training is to go to as many events in as many locations as
possible and practice, practice, practice. Recently I have realised I hide behind the orienteering and
don’t run as hard between the controls as maybe I should and I don’t run all the way to the control as I
don’t want to waste the energy overshooting and coming back. So I have joined a running club to improve my underlying speed/stamina. Also I frequently make mistakes due to tiredness and I hope that
it will help with that.
Most useful hint for relative beginners? Make lots of mistakes, that way you have a lot more you can
learn from. Don’t be afraid to go to an event or two outside of SMOC. Tick off features as you go, not
just to make sure you know where you are/going, but the more you look for them and tick them off
the more you recognise them when you need to.
What mistakes do you make most often—if any? Thinking I know where I’m going and forgetting to
check with the map. On average I make one or two major(ish) mistakes every event (outside SMOC)
and hundreds of minor ones and every one is different in some way. If I didn’t it wouldn’t be orienteering. It is just about making fewer mistakes than others and making them cost as little time/effort as
possible.
Do you have other hobbies? Lots
What’s your favourite food / any other favourites? My favourite food is curry. My favourite feature
is earth bank. My favourite child is…..
Thumb compass versus base plate? Thumb compass or no compass.
How do you file your maps? I don’t, I rely on the organiser of the house who has chosen by club
and/or region.
Anything else you wish to share with your fellow SMOCies? Following the person in front because
they look about the right age/sex for your course is a cast iron guarantee that they are running
up/down/look older than they are/look younger than they are/forgot to wax. Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle* holds true in orienteering. If you know exactly where you are you don’t know when
it is and if you know exactly when it is you don’t know where you are, try to keep the two uncertain,
but in balance.
*∆x ∆p ≥ h / 4 
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SOUTH MIDLANDS ORIENTEERING CLUB

A Colour-Coded Orienteering Event (Level D)
at Brackmills, Northampton
on Sunday 13 January 2013
Location: Event signed from A45 roundabout at SP769587. Parking/
assembly at Barclaycard’s Pavilion Drive car park, SP769583. Post
code: NN4 7SG
Times: Registration from 10.00 to 12.00. Starts from 10.30 to 12.00.
Courses close at 14.00.
Terrain: Newly mapped area around the Brackmills industrial estate –
mix of hilly, open parkland and small areas of forest with significant
variation in runnability. Map: 1:10,000, pre-printed courses on waterproof paper.
Courses: white, yellow, orange, green, blue. Help will be available for
those new to orienteering.
Dogs: Dogs on leads are allowed on courses. Please ensure you clean up
after your dog.
Punch type: SI
Fees: Seniors: £5 (£4 for national BOF members), juniors (under 21) £2.
SI card hire: £1. All entries on the day.
Extreme weather: In case of extreme weather on the day of the event,
check www.smoc.info or call 01908 510675 for a recorded message.
Organisers: Dorien and Ros James (SMOC) email: smoc@dorien.me.uk
Planner: Dorien James (SMOC).
For further information, visit www.smoc.info

Orienteering in Northants—two dates
for your diary
In early 2013, SMOC will be hosting two orienteering events, and we’d like
to invite everyone to come along and take part.
Our first event of the year, on Sunday, January 13, will be at Brackmills, in
Northampton, a newly mapped area with some lovely open parkland and
small areas of forest that we hope will offer a physical and mental challenge
to newcomers and experienced orienteers alike.
If you’re a ‘regular’ at our Keyne-O events, and want to try something a little further afield, this is an ideal opportunity to develop your skills at a lowkey, local event, and experience SI electronic punching. As with our KeyneO series, there will be courses suitable for juniors and families (white, yellow and orange) as well as the more technical green and blue courses for
more experienced competitors. And don’t worry if you’ve never even heard
of a ‘colour-coded event’ – there’ll be someone on hand to advise you on
which course to start with, and give you any other help you need.
March 3 will be SMOC’s main event for the year – and we plan to hold it at
Bucknell and Hazelborough, near Silverstone, Northamptonshire. This event
will be a Level C ‘ranking’ event, and part of the East Anglia League series,
but there will be a range of courses to suit complete beginners, improvers
and families, as well as serious club competitors of all ages. It’s one of the
club’s best orienteering areas, we’re really pleased to be using it again and,
to make up for last year’s deluge, extremely good spring weather has been
booked!
To find out more about both these events, keep an eye on www.smoc.info
Ros and Dorien James (organisers)

We are pleased to offer a warm welcome to our new members:
June and Christopher Fox from Bedford

We hope you enjoy your orienteering with SMOC
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Event Report—Maulden Wood
The Controller’s View
There was a good turn out of
SMOC club colours at the
WAOC event in Maulden
Woods on 25th November
with over 20 members present. There was one name
that didn’t figure in the course
results though – my own –
even though I was there longer
than anybody else. That’s because I was the controller.

Perhaps some of you don’t
understand the role of the
controller and what’s involved. The simplest view is that it’s the equivalent of the referee to ensure fair play. Of course orienteering isn’t like other sports, but if you think of the competition as
being between each competitor and the planner, then perhaps the referee analogy becomes
clearer. The planner tries to challenge all the entrants and you all try to beat him as well as each
other.
I was approached long before most of you thought about putting the date in your diaries. Normally my first step would be to head off to the area for a good run around to just get the feel of
the terrain and any issues it may present. Fortunately I’ve been to Maulden numerous times before, but as we know too well, areas change as vegetation grows, trees are felled and paths
come and go. I still had to make the visit, but timing wasn’t so critical, I at least knew the general detail of the area and the main concerns it presents. The map was already in existence so
Mark could begin his planning.
The position of the car park is pretty much a given at Maulden which limits the choice of start
and finish unlike many areas where these can vary considerably and impact courses as a result.
Once these are established, the white course is usually the first challenge followed by considering the possibility of being able to fit a reasonable brown course into the area. With these extra
bits of information I made my first visit on one of the more pleasant summer days to explore the
forest and think about the implications of what I might find. I encountered what we call
‘vegetation’ — vast tracts of thick brambles and bracken in places, plus a few other smaller
changes to the base map which wouldn’t affect courses but would impact map reading if left unchanged.
Mark was now able to plan courses which he did effectively. Sometimes this can require a lot of
input from the controller to ensure that guidelines are complied with. My view is that the courses
are the planner’s own work. Good or bad, I will not replan them. I shall comment and suggest
where things can be improved or that I can see potential problems. Fortunately there wasn’t
much need for this with regard to most of Mark’s courses except for the one area when the
‘vegetation’ had taken over. If you thought there were some unpleasant bits on your courses, be
thankful we made some changes! Similarly a couple of changes to help the white competitors
included the need to place streamers on part of the course. We were pretty much there in terms
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of potential course design, but what looks fine on the computer screen often looks different on
the ground. I then had to visit each control site to be certain it was fair and safe. The planner
marks each control with tape, you may have noticed them alongside the control kite at events
you’ve been to. Imagine looking for the tape without the advantage of the kite. You don’t have
time pressures as you would during the competition but you do have to be absolutely certain everything is correct. It’s excellent training for your own navigational technique and helps you improve your map reading skills. Mark had used rather short pieces of bright orange tape, not always visible where I expected them.
Having checked all control sites, a few more map changes were necessary and a couple of controls had to be revised but things were coming together. Other bits of preparation include checking the risk assessment. Some may see this as ‘jobsworth’ but it’s essential and not too onerous.
At forests like Maulden the risks are minimal but road crossings, fences, crags, rivers and
weather, not to mention military firing ranges and licensed dangerous animals that I’ve encountered elsewhere, must all be borne in mind.
Time had moved on and by now the event was only a few days away. Final checks with Mark
about how the SI was being set up and how he would put out controls so that I could check them
reassured me everything was under control. I thought of Mark on the Saturday afternoon putting
out controls in the more remote parts of the forest as the monsoon rains poured down.
I was at the forest about 7.15 on the morning of the event with thick black clouds looking most
threatening as I changed my footwear. As I headed off to check the first control the sky began to
brighten. Each control has to be visited to check it is in the right place and dibbed to wake it up.
It takes a few seconds to waken each control, if it’s not done it’s enough to have a significant
impact on the first runner’s time, especially in a sprint race, but once awake, controls stay alive
for several hours.
All was in order so instructions were given that competitors could start. Soon the first early birds
were on the start line and things were underway. I hung around to check there were no unforeseen developments and then headed off to the car to put on another layer of clothing and have a
bite to eat because the next stage of the day involved a lot of waiting around. That gave a
chance to chat with club members
and others and wait for the first finishers to give their comments and
enjoy the sunshine which had now
arrived. All was in order so nothing
else except more waiting until the
last few stragglers had finished – one
Brown course entrant was out a long
time and starting to cause a little
concern but he eventually returned
along with two late starters and everything was over. Time to stand
down and head home for a bath to
warm up!
Keith Downing
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Canal Relay—Part 3 of A Brief History by Colin Nicholson
The Third Year—1995—Results
London to Milton Keynes (Seven legs 65 miles)
Position

Club

Time

1

Chilton Trailblazers AC

2

KLR Massey AC

3

Leighton Canal Cruisers AC

4

SMOC

7:05:30
7:15:44
7:25:51

Richard Pownall

65.28 (2)

Roger Williams

67.37 (4)

Daniel Shaw

79.59 (5)

Steve Long

64.59 (5)

Andy Sutton

67.55 (5)

Brian Layton

61.27 (4)

Richard Harris

37.37 (3)
7:58:03

5

Ampthill & Flitwick Flyers

7:58:05

Birmingham to Milton Keynes (7 legs 75 miles)
Position

Club

Time

1

The Magnificent Seven

8:25:25

2

Sphinx Wrinklies

8:26:39

3

Leighton Canal Cruisers

8:38:17

4

Solihull & Smallheath

8:40:50

5

Kenilworth Runners

8:44:37

6

ELR Massey

8:52:42

7

Ampthill & Flitwick Flyers

8:53:26

8

Chilton Trailblazers

8:54:59

9

Queens College Cambridge

9:24:18

10

ELR Massey AC (B)

9:42:47

11

Kenilworth Runners (B)

10:19:46

12

Kenilworth Runners (C)

10:30:03

13

Sphinx Crinklies

Disq

Winners 1995
British Waterways Trophy. Best time over the complete 14 leg course Chilton Trailblazers 16:00:27
London section 7:05:30
Birmingham section 8:54:59
Land Rover Discovery Trophy

Fastest team London – Milton Keynes.

ELR Massey 7:15:44

Land Rover Defender Trophy Fastest team Birmingham – Milton Keynes The Magnificent Seven 8:25:25
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The Fourth Year—1996—Results
London to Milton Keynes (Seven legs 65 miles)
Position
1

Club
Chilton Trailblazers

Time

2

Leamington C&AC

3

Leighton Buzzard AC

7:16:24
7:24:05

4

Massey Ferguson ELR (A)

7:41:19

5

Thurrock Nomads

7:55:22

6

Chilton and Chalfont AC

8:19:14

7

SMOC

6:59:34

Robert Owen

1:14:51

Terry Penny

1:32:49

Roger Cole

1:27:45

Peter Daniels

1:11:36

Andy Sutton

1:05:05

Erica Williams

1:18:22

Steve Hardy

1:22:44
9:13:12

8

Mercedes Benz Finance Bombers

11:06:12

Birmingham to Milton Keynes (7 legs 75 miles)
Position
1

Club
Sept Magnifique (Coventry Godiva)

Time

2

Leamington C&AC

3

Chilton Trailblazers

8:33:54
8:36:27

4

Leighton Buzzard AC

8:41:24

5

Sphinx AC (A)

8:41:42

6

Massey Ferguson ELR (A)

9:08:26

7

Kenilworth Runners A

9:23:00

8

SMOC

8:25:36

Keith Downing

1:16:40

Steve Bingham

1:20:22

Roger Williams

1:07:46

Brian Layton

1:39:12

Steve Rice

1:21:23

Richard Pownall

1:20:30

Richard Harris

1:22:41
9:28:34

9

Sphinx AC (C)

10:07:11

10

Sphinx AC (B)

10:12:28

11

Kenilworth Runners (B)

10:51:28

12

Magnificent Seven (Coventry Godiva)

Retired

13

Massey Ferguson ELR (B)

Disq

Winners 1996
British Waterways Trophy.
Best time over the complete 14 leg course
Chilton Trailblazers 15:36:01
London section 6:59:34
Birmingham section 8:36:27
Land Rover Discovery Trophy
Fastest team London – Milton Keynes.
Leamington C&AC 7:16:24
Land Rover Defender Trophy
Fastest team Birmingham – Milton Keynes
Sept Magnifique (Coventry Godiva )
8:25:36
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Association and Club Conference 2012

The second annual Association and Club Conference was held
on 20th October in Sheffield Hallam University (just across the
road from the main railway station so great for those of us on
the East Midland line). Keith and I attended as SMOC representatives along with EAOA representatives John Ward (NOR),
Chairman, and Tony Biggs (SUFFOC), Fixtures Secretary; no
other EAOA Clubs sent representatives. Fewer people attended than last year probably because there was not a high
profile topic like membership fees this year.
The event is aimed to be the main communication between Management and Members of British Orienteering
and consists of a mixture of presentations from British Orienteering Board and management, and activities in
work groups. There is a good exchange of ideas and information from the questions in or after the presentations, from the work groups discussions (both within the group and on presentation of their findings to the conference) and informally from chats in the coffee and lunch breaks.
A report is available on the British Orienteering website at http://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/images/
uploaded/downloads/governance_association_club_conference_notes_20_10_12.pdf but here are a few
things of particular interest.
Funding
Membership and event income covers only a small part of the costs of the British orienteering administration
and programmes. From now there will be no grant from UK Sport so the main potential source of funding is
Sport England.
A bid is currently being made for a four year contract from 2013 with the expectation that funding will be based
on achieving participation numbers. The numbers will be monitored and if not achieved the money will be
moved from British Orienteering to a contract with a commercial organisation to deliver the numbers.
It is important to appreciate that participation numbers for orienteering are low compared to many sports (eg
football) so it is going to be a considerable challenge to meet the increase required – hence the community
orienteering activities which are aimed to be easily accessible and attractive for non orienteers to become involved in regular loosely orienteering type exercise. The route into clubs and more conventional orienteering is
still being developed.
The funding will be targeted specifically at delivery of the proposals but would include a recognised element for
management costs. it will have governance conditions attached such as a requirement for independent directors and also, from 2015, that at least 25% of the board must be women (and at least 25% men).
Mike Hamilton had a review and challenge meeting with Sport England the week after the conference – the
outcome is still awaited.
If the bid were unsuccessful the structure and role of British Orienteering would have to be radically changed.
World Orienteering Championships 2015
Dave Peel, WOC 2015 Event Director gave a presentation of the aims and asked for ideas to make it a great
event. The desire is to have wide public involvement before, during and after the event. So if you want to get
involved with an International competition here’s your chance.
The Role of Associations
Some regions question the need for an Association. EAOA considers it has useful functions as listed earlier in
the year by John Ward. This list was largely mirrored by the functions identified in the group discussions.
Many thanks to British Orienteering staff for a well organised conference.
Robert Dove
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View from the Bag Man
Well there was lots of controversy in the last
month with the cancellation of the November
Classic in the New Forest due to swollen rivers.
As a family we had taken a couple of days to
have a long weekend in the New Forest and
one could therefore either take the view that it
was an expensive weekend for nothing or a
minor inconvenience.
First of all you have to have a lot of sympathy
for the people putting on the event. It was a
big event with great terrain and they would
have put in a great number of unpaid hours
putting on an event for the enjoyment of everyone. I sometimes see the comments people
make about event officials on Nopesport (an
online forum) and clearly a lot of people take
the view that because they’ve paid their £10
or whatever it is that all events should be perfect – maps 100% accurate, controls always in
the right place (or what they think is the right
place), and terrain that is somehow perfect
(giving the person the conditions they are best
at compared to everyone else). Personally I
take the view that virtually everyone in orienteering is a volunteer and that none of them
set out for things to be less than great, so one
should be extremely restrained in criticising
the work of the very people the sport depends
on. Elite runners would have nothing if it wasn’t for the hard work of volunteers around the
country and this sometimes seems to be forgotten.
Undoubtedly there are lessons to be learned

from what happened.
Vast numbers travelled
long distances often with
keen or anxious juniors
looking for Interland selection. However the lessons probably aren’t to be learned by the organisers of the November Classic who I imagine are
all too aware of what they would have done differently with hindsight.
The lessons are probably broader ones for all
events about communication and identifying at
all stages the likelihood of the event being cancelled. I expect that the impact of the heavy
rain, which had been forecast, on the rivers was
genuinely a surprise and it may be that it was
just such an unlikely series of events that one
just has to say tough luck in this instance. However what would be great for big events would
be to know the certainty that organisers perceived of the event going ahead. Good communication would be status on the website about
the perceived risk to the event and use of Fabian4 system (that allows texts and emails etc) to
notify of cancellation if an event is cancelled.
Even if the risk is slight it would be useful to
know and in fairness this sometimes happens
but not always.
So how did the bag man look back at the November Classic? Well I was actually going to do
a course myself so I did miss out and yes I feel
sorry for the rest of the family especially my son
who wanted to impress the selectors (and was
ill for the subsequent qualifying event). Likewise we spent a good deal of money on the
weekend but all in all we had a lovely weekend
in the New Forest and we all returned safe and
sound imagining we would have done the perfect run so I can’t really complain. If we’ve all
had a wasted trip because of some freak
weather circumstances and an event has been
cancelled because there’s a real safety risk to
competitors then I think that’s just something
one has to accept as part of the sport.
Don Nisbet
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Club Captain’s
Report
Once again, a great big thank you to everyone who made the trip to Scotland on
September 30th to take part in the CompassSport Trophy – and congratulations on
some great results.
Not only did we achieve our objective
(‘avoid coming last’), but we weren't even
second last! TAY and GO were left trailing,
mud-spattered, in our wake.
Team results are here, and our scoring totals here. Once again our juniors put in a
superb showing, with James Nisbet (M14)
and Rebecca Nisbet (W12) scoring 162 between them, and Carys James (W20) scoring 76 points on the Green course. Congratulations to Rosie Shaw (W60), too, on
notching up 92 – our best score of all. But
our real advantage was being able to get
13 good scores up there.
It was great that so many of us ventured
all the way to Teviothead – and that we all
stayed so cheerful in some of the nastiest
weather conditions I can remember.
Looking forward to 2013, we’ll of course
be looking to build on our good performances this year, but as far as the CompassSport competition is concerned, we’ll
have an even bigger challenge to qualify
for the final than we did in 2012. Our new
status as a ‘large club’ means we will be
competing in the Cup competition, rather
than the Trophy, so our first-round heat
(February 17th at Fineshade) will put us
against some much larger clubs.
Still, our objectives will be pretty much the
same as they were for the 2012 heat – to
field as big a team as possible and to enjoy the day. Note the date in your diaries
now: even if you've never run in a major
competition before, you'll help the team

score if you're there, and Fineshade isn't
too far away.
Looking still further ahead, as it looks
likely that we’ll be out in force for this
year’s JK (March 29-April 1) it’s a great
opportunity to put together some relay
teams. The relay is on April 1 (no, seriously) in the fantastic area of Hambleden,
near Henley. I’ve already started thinking
about how we can make the most of our
regulars, but a few extra runners would
also be handy, so if you’d like to be included, let me know.
Talking of relays, we’ll also be looking to
field some strong teams in this year’s
Greensand Ridge Relay on June 22. Not
an orienteering event exactly (though it
pays not to get lost), SMOC’s annual trail
run is extremely popular with local running
clubs, and we aim to give them a run for
their money. You can find out more about
this key date in our calendar here.
If you’re interested in joining us for any of
these events, please contact me.
CompassSport Trophy Club Results

Pos.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Club
FVO
INT
EPOC
Clyde
Sarum
PFO
WRE

Score
1265
1256
1165
1160
1141
1030
1023

8
9
10
11

Chig
SMOC
GO
TAY

1009
860
837
786
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CompassSport Trophy SMOC Scorers

Name
Rosie Shaw
Steve Hardy
Carys James
James Nisbet
Richard Pownall
Dorien James
Toby Fisher
Keith Downing
Mike Jones

Class
Short Green Vets
Green Men
Green Women
Orange Men
Blue Men
Brown
Brown
Blue Men
Blue Men

Score
92
80
76
76
74
64
62
61
57

Rebecca Nisbet
Sacha Fisher
Freya Askham
Helen Nisbet

Orange Women
Blue Women
Blue Women
Green Women

56
56
54
52

Dorien James

We don’t have many photos of the CompassSport Trophy Final — with horizontal rain we were reluctant to
get our cameras out! Thanks to Jane for these photos
— I hope her camera didn’t get too wet. You can see
the rain on the lens obscuring Keith and Rebecca on
the run in. Editor

Club Captain
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Event Report—World Masters
Orienteering Championships

The biggest event on the International Orienteering
Federation (IOF) calendar each year is the World
Masters Championships (WMOC). Unlike the World
Champs and the Junior World Champs, there is no
prequalification necessary, except to be M/W35 or
older. In that respect the event is just like any other
holiday event on the world circuit which of course included Croeso in 2012 as well as the Swedish ORingen and a multitude of other events.
I had been to the 2010 event in Switzerland, tempted
there by the inclusive package with free travel by
train and bus for the whole week in the canton and
cheap and easy flights from Luton. 2012 was in the
Harz Mountains in central Germany, somewhat more
difficult to get to. My last visit there had been by
plane to Berlin and then a lengthy train journey to a
beautiful area of the country, but not for orienteering.
It’s always better going to an event like that with
somebody else so I had decided that 2012 wasn’t
going to be the year, when some friends from TVOC
said they had room in their rented house and space
in their car as they were driving. By that stage the
cheapest entries had closed but the main closing
date was still a month away, so with the ease of online registration, the deed was done. The little matter
of training and fitness preparation was not quite so
easily remedied though. One of my few attempts
was the Greensand Ridge Relay – you can check my
time on line, suffice it to say it was behind handicap!
So it was that I drove off to Oxfordshire to start the
drive to the Channel Tunnel the following morning
and then on to Bad Harzburg, the event centre. English rain soon gave way to soaring temperatures in
Germany and by the time we got stuck in a traffic jam
on the Autobahn near Dortmund the temperature
gauge had risen to 32 degrees, not good if it kept up
for the following days’ orienteering. Also not good for
the car which eventually boiled in the almost stationary traffic along with the most other cars I’ve ever
seen with their bonnets up. A warning to anybody
thinking of buying a Mercedes! An emergency top up
of water after allowing the car to cool down and we
crept to the next exit to plot an alternative route,
much to the annoyance of the little man inside the
tom-tom device, but we were soon on our way again

blessing the benefits of conventional road atlases,
cruising along the Autobahn for almost an hour until
the next enforced stop when steam again began to
rise. Again the next exit was less than 500m away
and again the hard shoulder was covered in cars
with raised bonnets. After repeating the cool down
and then top up procedure, we crept to the exit along
the hard shoulder and then diverted along minor
roads around the blockage, topping up water supplies en route. We had lost a couple of hours from
our original schedule so had no chance of reaching
the event centre before it closed, so we eventually
went direct to our rented house, arriving about 23.00.
Not a good start all round.
Fortunately the following morning, Sunday, dawned
much cooler and we headed off to the event centre
at Bad Harzburg race course, also the main camp
site, but registration had decamped to the first event,
a sprint race in the town. Our own blood pressure
began to rise a little like the previous day’s temperature but all was resolved in good time. We collected
our copies of the event bulletin, numbers and other
goodies before preparing for the sprint race start. It
was a true urban sprint with some extremely close
controls in the park alongside assembly as well as
streets with a small amount of traffic, alleyways,
houses and gardens. As ever, in a true sprint, seconds really counted, but I had qualified for the B final. There were four parallel heats and only the first
20 in each made the A final, the next 20, the B, then
20 more into the C and the remainder in the D. Just
after I finished, the rain began but not for long and
the temperatures reached nothing like those of the
previous day. After an evening meal in the old town
of Bad Harzburg we headed back to our house, high
up in a small village about 20 miles away. Most of
the people sharing the house were from a club in
Denmark ranging from young children who were running in the associated Harz Cup event, through to
some over 70.
Monday was the sprint final in Goslar, a historic
World Heritage site with narrow alleyways, cobbles
and tourists walking around. The assembly was located in a spacious green garden alongside the cathedral. Rain began almost immediately and the cob-
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bles turned greasy but my own map reading took a
turn for the worse about four controls from the end.
An easy leg of a couple of hundred metres straight to
my control, except mentally I was somewhere else. I
didn’t check the code and could not make the ground
fit my perception of the map. Unable to relocate, I
headed back the couple of hundred metres, only to
retrace my steps exactly to the same control, punch,
and away again, but the damage was done and my
result which should have been well into the top half of
the field, wasn’t.
Goslar was well worth the visit, but one of the problems with travelling with others who have widely
spaced start times is that there’s a lot of waiting
around. I walked around the town and we also spent
the evening there before heading back to our house.
Tuesday was a rest day
but we headed to the
model (training) event to
sample the terrain for the
long distance races. Leisurely walking made it a
pleasant day as we sampled some of the characteristics of the forest. It
still did not prepare us for
the complexities of the
green, rocky forest used
for the first long distance
qualifier. Mostly runnable
but with lots of large boulders, some larger than a
house, many of them in
slow run or even walk with
lots of rides made map reading and route choice key.
I managed both challenges satisfactorily but my lack
of fitness told as I was in 42nd place, heading for the
C final. A second day of qualifying in a less rocky forest with slightly longer courses and more climb presented route choice challenges and again I was 41st
due to my inability to run hard enough, but it was
enough. My combined consistent times were better
than some of the more erratic performers and I was
38th overall, another B final to come.
Friday was another rest day so a chance to explore
our village, first riding the toboggan run, a dry concrete track which was about 1:4 at its steepest. Up in
a chairlift to the top and then sit on the little tea-tray
that you see in the winter Olympics, except the track
was concrete and the tea-tray had little wheels and a
joy stick to control the brake. I didn’t try to emulate
the action thrills and spills of St Moritz, playing it very
safely to preserve life and limb for the next day’s final.
Then off by car for narrow gauge steam train up the
Brocken, a mountain with spectacular views over
northern Germany. Large crowds of tourists speaking
Swedish gave the clue as to what a lot of other orienteers were also doing on their rest day.
Then back to the house ready for Saturday’s final.
The fact I had just crept into the B race meant I was

one of the first starters so the vegetation had not been
fully flattened. No problem, much of it was runnable
but I played it safe, sticking to handrails and rides
wherever possible. Slow but steady progress suddenly went to pieces when the boulder field I was
looking for had mutated into numerous ranges of boulders, all looking the same with no easy way to relocate. I eventually did, on my next nearby control, so
back one and then a fast leg as I knew exactly what I
was heading for. On and on, along a ride, keep the
veg boundary on my right, then into another large
boulder field and into the control. Except it’s not there,
perhaps I’m slightly to the right, over to other large
blocks I can see, nope. What now? A headless
chicken few boulder fields later and I hit the right one
and away again. Now some serious climb, uphill towards the last few controls, but I’ve made it, no
wrong punches but
much nearer 80th place,
but still, the bottom of
the B final is higher than
1st in the C, so I had
achieved my target. My
splits weren’t brilliant,
made worse by the two
disasters, but for a halffit me to beat half the
field couldn’t be all bad.
The competition had almost 4,000 entries with
another 350 in the Harz
Cup including a liberal
sprinkling of ex-World
Champions and even a few M/W35s who are still on
the elite circuit. No wonder the regional Prime Ministers, Mayors, Sports Ministers and Admistrators were
so pleased to welcome competitors from 43 countries
around the world. English is the official language of
the IOF so British orienteers have no problems, but
the trilingual commentary, German beer and sausages, Swedes, Russians, Finns, Australians, kit traders from all over Europe, pictorial control descriptions,
holiday mood and relaxed atmosphere add to the distinct nature of the event.
If you’ve never been orienteering abroad, do not be
put off. If you can cope with a multi-day event in
Wales or Scotland, then it’s no problem. Every one is
different so there will be new challenges but that’s the
beauty of going. Next year, the WMOC is in the Italian
Alps, then it heads off to Brazil in 2014 preceding the
Olympics and Football World Cup. 2015 isn’t fixed yet,
but Japan is putting a bid in to host it to rival Latvia
and possibly another country. If you can’t make it to
WMOC in Italy, what about one of the other major
events, or even one that’s less well known? Perhaps
we could get a SMOC tour together, perhaps to Portugal in the Spring, or central Europe in Summer, or
even Brazil in a couple of years!!
Keith
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East Anglian
League Winners
Congratulations to Sacha Fisher and Helen Nisbet who won their
respective classes in the East Anglian League.
The East Anglian League is a competition for the most consistent performers at events in the region, with each club nominating one event per year.
You do not need to register to compete in the East Anglian League, you just
need to run a course in one of the designated events and your points will
be automatically calculated if you belong to an EA club. At the end of the
year, your overall score is determined by adding up the four best scores
over the year. You must also have attended a minimum of three events to
qualify for overall positions.
Keep an eye out for a list of next year’s events.

Club Nights
Every Tuesday
Club Nights will break for Christmas after our Christmas
Extravaganza on Tuesday 11th December which will
feature Party Games - some may even have an O twist and mince pies (at the very least). Definitely worth
making an effort to come along to Great Linford Cricket
Pavilion for this one!
Make sure you check the website each week.
Better still join our Facebook or Twitter groups and you
will be kept up-to-date automatically.
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Events
Tues 4th Dec

within a 25 mile radius of Milton Keynes, plus major events

Club Night

Great Linford Cricket Pavilion at
7:00pm

Sat 12th Jan

Club Night Christmas Great Linford Cricket Pavilion at
7:00pm
Extravaganza
Wendover Woods—see TVOC
TVOC event
website
Wendover Woods—see TVOC
TVOC local event
website

Sun 13th Jan

Colour Coded

Brackmills

Tues 15th Jan

Club Nights resume

This is probably the date that
Club Nights restart after a Christmas break. See website

Fri 1st Feb

Committee
Meeting

Members are always welcome to
attend committee meetings.
Contact Helen for venue

Sun 17th Feb

CompassSport Cup

Fineshade

Sat 19th Jan

WAOC night event

Rowney Warren—see WAOC
website

Tues 11th Dec
Sun 16th Dec

The Editor would like to say
a BIG THANK YOU to all
the contributors for all this
year’s editions of SMOC Signals. Without you there
would be no magazine.
I’m looking forward to your
articles for 2013!

SMOC Signals Deadline
The deadline for the March
issue of SMOC Signals is
20th February. Send your
contributions to
editor@smoc.info
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Contacts

Chair

Keith Downing

keith@keith-o.demon.co.uk

Secretary and Membership

Helen Nisbet

h.nisbet@virgin.net

Treasurer

Neil Carter

dorothy.carter@homecall.co.uk

Publicity

Freya Askham

freya.askham@btinternet.com

Welfare Officer

Ann Harris

crazysheep2@googlemail.com

Fixtures Secretary

Ros James

ros.james@btinternet.com

Mapping Officer

Robert Dove

robert@dove-kettering.freeserve.co.uk

KeyneO Co-ordinator

Steve Hardy

steve-hardy@hotmail.com

Club Captain

Dorien James

dorien@dorien.me.uk

Equipment Officer

Richard Pownall

rpownall@f2s.com

WebMaster

Helen Nisbet

sitemanager@smoc.info

Club Coaches

Karen Vines, Steve Hardy and Oliver Tomlinson

SMOC Signals Editor

Helen Nisbet

editor@smoc.info

Other ways to keep in contact with SMOC
SMOC has both a Facebook page and a Twitter account which
we use to provide up to the minute information on club activities. The intention is to disseminate the same information by
both routes—as they are linked—so you shouldn't miss anything
by only accessing one, and we’ll still use the eGroup too. Links
are on the website and the website will remain the place to go
for detailed information on upcoming events.
The facebook page is ‘South Midlands Orienteering Club’ and
the Twitter account to follow is @SouthMidlandsOC.

